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Editor’s 
Notes

In this issue we focus on writing ma-
chines made or sold in Czech lands. 

As you’ll see, this small area of Central 
Europe has made some quirky and in-
triguing contributions to typewriter 
history.

±
 It’s been an exciting auction season 
since our last issue. A Writing Ball sold 
at Breker’s in Cologne for €80,000 
($108,000). An Automatic topped 
$15,000 on eBay, but failed to reach 
the reserve price. 

 Also appearing on eBay was an eye-
popping Oliver 5 with 40-inch carriage, 
reproduced here courtesy of Pierre 

Gillette, typewriter collector and pup-
petmaker (MonsterPuppets.com).

±
 Robert Messenger, of Canberra, 
shows us his Smith Premier (Reming-
ton) portable #NP87270 (1928) with 
an unusual black and green inish. I’ve 
never seen this paint treatment before, 
but the typewriter’s nickname is inevi-
table: I call it Crocodile Dundee.

±
 Will Davis has found a mysterious 
device on his own Remington Porta-
ble #NV35224 (1923): there is a spring-
loaded push button on the right end 
of the platen which activates three 
pop-up, hooklike prongs that pro-
trude through the platen.  The prongs 
point toward the typist, and when not 
popped up are lush with the platen. 
Will speculates that this device may 
be meant to indicate the end of the 
sheet of paper. I wonder whether it 
was intended to hold a special kind of 
paper or other typing surface onto the 
platen. Has anyone else seen such a 
thing?
 This is part of what makes our hob-
by fun: the seemingly never-ending 
stream of unique oddities.

±
 Space constraints (so many Czech 
typewriters!) squeezed out Peter 
Weil’s “Ephemera” column for this is-
sue, but we look forward to his return 
in December.
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Harry van de Visch, Jaap Horstink collection 
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The Odkolek typewriter was made 
by Jindřich Odkolek in the sixties 

of the 19th century. The machine was 
presented to the National Technical 
Museum in Prague during World War 
II—turbulent times, to put it mildly—
and the museum forgot to ask for de-
tails about the machine. Nevertheless, 
the name of the builder is known. Al-
though the museum is closed till next 
year, you can ind a picture of the ma-
chine on its website, www.ntm.cz.
 Odkolek is a well-known name in 
Prague, as it is one of the largest bak-
eries in the Czech Republic. Jindřich 
Odkolek was the son of the founder 
of the company, František Serain Od-
kolek. When Jindřich’s father died in 
1876, he took over the company. He 
was the irst president of the Cereals 
Exchange.
 The machine is of the radial plunger 
type; the 49 key-typearms are arranged 
in 7 rows and 7 columns, all pointing 
to the same printing point. You place 
the machine over a piece of paper and 
you push the character you want. After 
printing a character, you have to push 
the big button on the left to move the 
typewriter to the next printing posi-
tion. A rack and pawl system ensures 
the machine’s movement. 
 On my replica, the brass machine 
slides over two steel rails, and due to 
the large contact area, the sliding is not 
very smooth. You can also lift the ma-
chine of the rails; only the weight is 
holding it down. On a picture of the 

original, a guiding rail can be seen.
 The inking could have been achieved 
with a roller; on the original and 
the replica the inking mechanism is 
missing. When the pushbutton is de-
pressed, a lever on the bottom of the 
machine moves toward the typefaces. 
The stroke of the lever is long enough 
to enable an inking roller to ink all the 
types, retracting when the button is re-
leased.
 The keyboard arrangement:

“ : 4 5 6 - /

+ B C D F G =

3 H J K L M 7

2 A E I O U 8

0 N P Q R S 9

? T V W Y Z X

( £ v . , ; )

Only capitals, vowels in the middle row, 
no number 1. The small v in the bot-
tom row is the Czech háček. The types 
it together in a small square opening, 
more or less guiding each other, with a 
type guide near the printing point.
 On the replica there are two racks, 
one with a pitch of 10, and the other 
with a pitch of 12 characters per inch. A 
double pitch machine! To change pitch 
you simply place the pawl on the other 
rack. When pushing the big button all 
the way down the stroke has to comply 

with the diferent pitch, so the posi-
tion of the pawl can be adjusted. The 
same applies for the second pawl. I see 
no reason yet for making the mounting 
strip—and the slot—so long. The up-
per, 12-pitch rack starts 140 mm from 
the left. This could make sense if both 
pawls use their own rack, but then they 
should have the same pitch.  There are 
no indications about a line space mech-
anism. Maybe you had to move the ma-
chine by hand to the next line.
 The late Mr. Harry van de Visch, a 
Dutch oice machine dealer and pas-
sionate typewriter collector, made a 
replica of the machine. He went to 
the museum in Prague, made a lot of 
sketches, and afterwards built the ma-
chine in Rotterdam, Holland. The sto-
ry goes that he built it as a mirror im-
age of the original, to make it clear that 
it was a replica, with the big button on 
the right side. That model had only one 
pawl, on the far side of the machine. I 
have two pictures of another machine, 
not mirrored, with the pushbutton on 
the left. There is one pawl on the far 
side. The replica I have is this second 
machine, but with a modiied base. 
Some parts on this machine are miss-
ing or not built yet, and some are bro-
ken, so the machine needs restoration. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to open 
it, as it is soldered completely.

 According to the NTM, the dimen-
sions of the machine are 470 x 185 x 210 
mm (including a baseplate?); the repli-
ca is 460 x 130 x 250 mm, thus 40 mm 
higher than the original.  
 The Odkolek has some resemblance 
to the Hansen (or the other way round). 
It is quite probable that Odkolek had 
not heard of the Danish invention. ±

The 
Odkolek 
Typewriter

by Jaap Horstink

Harry van de Visch

Bottom of 
NTM machine
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Psací Stroj Aerotyp: linear index machine invented in 1890 by Josef 
Novák (d. 1923), a high oicial at the Prager Post. Made completely of 
wood and brass. Inking by felt roller. Spacing is automatic. The German 

Hammonia (1882) could have been sold in Prague and may have served as 
Novák’s inspiration. (Czech National Technical Museum)

 Praga: a Torpedo-like machine supposedly produced in 
Liberec between 1921 and 1923. One specimen is known to 

have survived. (Czech National Technical Museum)

Other reported Czech-made typewriters include an Astra mentioned in the 
NTM catalogue. It could have been produced in 1919, but that is all specula�

tive. I know of an Astra from the twenties, a name variant of the Geniatus. A 
Minerva came from the Minerva works in Boskovice; its date should be 1924. 

No further references, but the company still exists. —Jos Legrand

Tip Tip #5606: one of the better-known Czech designs, similar in principle to the Mi�
gnon but smaller and limsier, with its index on the right instead of the left. Constructed 
by Franz Hübl of Warnsdorf and produced in grey and black. Jos Legrand thinks that 

the grey model was the irst. In the Legrand collection there are two black machines, one 
with and one without a backspacer. (Polt collection)

Psací Stroje (Writing Machines): a gallery

“You’ll be as content and happy as I if you write with the 
American Světovid typewriter.” This postcard owned by 
Bert Kerschbaumer is the only evidence we have so far for 
this Czech name variant of the Blickensderfer. Svět means 

“world” and vídat means “to see,” so it would seem that this is 
the Weltblick—a German version of the no. 5 whose name in 

German means “a look at the world.” 
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Impo #9594: name variant of the German G&O 
portable (about 18,000 made, 1937-1955). Impo could 
suggest “import” or “imposing,” although it doesn’t look 

very imposing! (Legrand collection)
Kancléř no. 3 #8859: a Czech incarnation of the German Kanzler. (Polt collection)

U.S. Mirsa Ideal Standard Portable no. 5 # 919426/5: the Ideal oice 
machines and Erika portables, made by Seidel & Naumann of Dresden, were 
sold in Czechoslovakia under the “U.S. Mirsa” name. The typewriters were 

labeled to suggest an American origin, as was this ribbon tin made to go with 
them. Was anyone fooled, or was it just another example of Czech humor? The 
“Mirsa” may have come from the name of Prague typewriter dealer Miroslav 
Švestka, named in a pamphlet owned by Reinmar Wochinz. (Polt collection)

Jwic #12337: name variant of the Austrian-built 
Courier, a clone of the Oliver. (Kučera collection)

Many diferent makes were sold with 
Czech keyboards, including several 

letters with special diacritical marks, 
such as the notorious ř (as in Dvořak, 
a simultaneous “rzh” sound that exists 
only in Czech). Usually the Czech let�
ters are on the top row of keys, with 
shifting necessary to type numbers.

The Czech keyboard of Les Owen’s Fitch #3670, with 
a plate marked “K. Krnka, Praha” (Prague). See p. 8.
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In the collection of your 
editor resides a little 

portable with the name 
of Original Matouš. It is 
inished in gray lacquer 
with thin red piping on 
its cover plate (right). he 
machine is a bit obscure, 
because literature knew 
next to nothing about it.
 According to Martin, 
the Matouš dates from 
1935, but 1936 or 1937 is 
more likely. Burghagen’s 
serial number list and the 
Catalogue of the Czech 
National Technical Mu-
seum mention 1936 as 
the year in which the ma-
chine was constructed. 
Its production started in 1937.
  he Matouš was designed as a small, light 
typewriter of inexpensive construction. It had 
to be easy to manufacture, and for that reason 
reduction of the number of parts was essential. 
For instance, as can be read in one of its pat-
ents, it has “…the advantage, from the point 
of view of economic production, that for the 
whole keyboard, including the intermediate 
lever (9), the production of only ive compo-
nents is suicient, i.e. four kinds of key levers 
(7) and a uniform type of intermediate lever 
(9).” 
 his lever system is one of the most inter-
esting parts of the machine. Between key lever 
and type bar there is an intermediate lever and 
a pull rod. his provides for 
acceleration of the typebar 
movement and anticipates 
similar (cogged) construc-
tions in postwar portables 
like the Dutch Halberg, 
predecessor of the Royalite 
and Royaluxe portables, 
which were sold by the mil-
lion.
 he machine owes its 
name to Karel Matouš, 
who lived in Budweis, the 
capital of South Bohemia, 

once a part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
But in his time it was part of the Czecho-
slovakian Republic, and was called České 
Budějovice, as it is today. herefore the ma-
chine is a Czechoslovakian invention. Nowa-
days České Budějovice is known among beer 
experts for its Budweiser (Budvar).
 Matouš probably lived from 1895 to 1968. 
He completed his vocational training with his 
wanderings in 1918, the usual inish of edu-
cation in those days. He went to small repair 
workshops for motors, later to repair shops for 
typewriters. he Museum’s catalogue ties his 
name with the Praga, a Torpedo-like standard 
typewriter from Liberec (the former Reichen-
berg), also a Czechoslovakian machine, built 
in the years 1921-1923 (picture on p. 4).

 According to Martin, 
Karel Matouš lived at 6 
Lanna Road (Lannova 
třída),  in the centre of 
Budweis. In 1925 he is 
mentioned as a salesman, 
an agent for German 
and American typewrit-
ers. Some customers of 
Mr. Matouš asked him 
to undertake a small pro-
duction of cheap type-
writers together with 
the Hermes irm in 1933. 
Maybe this concerns the 
Hermes 2000, which was 
launched in 1933. Ater a 
while, Matouš desisted 
from this participation 
and proceeded to make 

his own construction.
 He patented it on June 22, 1938 in Czecho-
slovakia. hree more patents are known: a 
French one from December 9, 1942, a Brit-
ish one from May 7, 1946, and a Swiss one 
from 1950, all in the name of Matouš. Boot/
Knaven mentions the name of Václav Freml, 
without further references.
  One machine is let from the earliest peri-
od, and a picture of another one survives. It is 
called Matouš and could be regarded as a pro-
totype (top of p. 7). It was sold to the National 
Technical Museum by Karel Matouš him-
self in 1966. hese machines difer from the 

“usual” Original Matouš portables by their 
lat front connecting bar and angular spool 

covers. he machine from 
Prague has 42 keys, and a 
ribbon selector device built 
into the right side wall. An 
illustration given by Ernst 
Martin shows a machine 
without that ribbon device, 
with 44 nickel-rimmed 
keys. A scale can be seen, 
in addition to some minor 
diferences. he line space 
lever has gone. New are 
two chrome strips on the 
sides, which are so charac-

The 

MATOUŠ 
TYPEWRITER

by Jos Legrand
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teristic for the later portables. Ac-
cording to the catalogue, the irst 
100 to 200 machines are marked by 
a black lacquered cover plate and 
hexagonal spool covers. Burgha-
gen’s list claims 3000 machines 
were produced until 1941.
  It is not unlikely that the pro-
duction stopped in 1941 and that 
Matouš restarted it ater the war. 
In 1946 he patented his machine 
for the third time, in England, but 
it still concerns the same machine. 
Another, similar patent was iled in 
Switzerland in January 1947, but 
not granted until 1950.
 he Original Matouš in the Polt collection 
and four other ones difer from the irst se-
ries by their arched front connecting bar, but 
especially by their new type of cover plate. It 
resembles that of the Hermes Baby, but is of 
one casting. his cover is missing half of the 
time. I guess that Matouš wouldn’t mind, if 
I read his second patent correctly: “he base 
plate (1), the side walls (3), and the two upper 
horizontal plates (5) not only form the frame 
but also the covering parts for the typewriter 
operating mechanism, so that a further cover 
plate as is normally used with the portable 
typewriter hitherto known can be dispensed 
with.” 
  he earliest machines from the postwar 
series (right) have no line spacer, no back 
space, and only one thumbwheel on the right, 
where there were two for the irst generation. 
New is a carriage release lever. On the let 
side of the carriage there is a rimmed bolt to 
disassemble the platen. Also on the let there 
is a small platen release and line space lever. 
here are two shit keys but no shit lock.
 he new series was probably introduced to 
the market in or before 1947, as some se-
rial numbers suggest: 47180 and J 48430. 
he new Original Matouš portables are 
colored now—turquoise or brown-red, 
in the case of the two mentioned ma-
chines. he name is irmly written on 
the paper table. “he a and o in ‘Matouš’ 
have little pupils in them looking down, 
so they look like little eyeballs! It’s very 
cute—relects the Czech sense of hu-
mor,” your editor wrote me. On the let 
side a small triangular vignette can be 
seen in the same style (top of p. 6, rom a 
machine in the Stefan Beck collection). 
 A last model is the Original Matouš 
with a reintroduced  line space lever on 

the let. Contrary to the very irst model the 
lever has been reversed now: it points back-
wards. Most likely these machines were pro-
duced between 1948 or 1949 and 1952 by the 
Motorunion České Budějovice. he former 
irm was nationalized in 1948 or 1949 by the 
occupying power and the production can be 
seen as war indemnity. here is no informa-
tion about the role of Karel Matouš within 
this new manufacturing construction.
 he Polt machine belongs to this last pro-
duction phase. hese machines have an al-
tered top side of the inner frame. Two holes 
can be seen, and through it there is a glimpse 
of white felt underneath, probably meant for 
noise deadening. he serial numbers from 
this period are not year-related anymore, as 
with the Original Matouš in the Polt collec-
tion: #CC 832.
 he machine with the serial number J 
48430 could therefore be seen as a transition-
al model, not made by Motorunion. It still 
has the vignette. he other known machines 
are from the last production period. Colors 
are still used, such as green, red, wine-red and 
silver. he Polt machine is light grey, PC 1173 

from the Pschibl collection is 
dark grey, and Elster’s NC 
779 is dark blue. hat last 
machine is missing a back 
spacer and shows a minor 
variation: the paper table is 
only half lacquered.
 In a Czech article a  num-
ber of  5000 Matouš circu-
lates, but in total between 
12,000 and 13,000 ma-
chines should have been pro-
duced. ±
 
With thanks to Stefan Beck, 
Tilman Elster, Zdeňka 

Machotková, Richard Polt, Günther Pschibl
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Show & Tell .......................................English Fitch no. 3545
I’m happy to share some “before and after” 

pictures of one of the best typewriters 
I’ve ever found. There’s a Czech connec-
tion here, as it came to me from a village in 
the Czech Republic and includes the Czech 
háček diacritical mark. Some other Fitches 
have been found in that country; Les Owen’s 
#3670 bears the name “K. Krnka” (see p. 5), 
as does #3192 (in Prague’s National Techni-
cal Museum). Bert Kerschbaumer has found 
an 1893 booklet in which Karl Krnka adver-
tises the Kosmopolit and the Fitch—and 
claims that the Fitch has been “improved” 
by him in ways unstated. Krnka was also ac-
tive as a irearms designer and dealer. 
 This Fitch has obviously seen better days, 
although we must remember that it has 
fared better than 98% of its fellows, which 
turned to dust many decades ago. Herman 
Price’s and my research on English Fitches 
shows a narrow serial number range of 3076-
3670 among the specimens known to us 
(Les Owen’s is the highest known). Known 
American Fitches range from 153 to 520. 
Bert has a hybrid machine—an American-
style Fitch with an English nameplate—that 
has serial number 2058.

This machine is missing its right 
rear foot, a ring in its rear paper 
holder, its mainspring (which was 
attached to the underside of the 
carriage), and its shift key, which 
originally was pushed down for 
capitals and pulled up for igures, 
tilting the entire typebar assem-
bly in the process. (The large key 
at the left of the top row operates 
the shift lock.) The most obvious 
problem with this typewriter as it 
reached me was rust, which had 
severely attacked most of the sur-
faces. The bases of the typebars 
were fused together with rust, so 
that they seemed to blend into a 
single surface. Rust also locked the 
carriage into place.
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Researching my new possession, 
I found that when Eugene Fitch 
originally iled a patent for his 
typewriter in 1880, he conceived of 
it with a two-row, curved keyboard. 
Even after failing in both America 
and England, he didn’t give up: in 
1901 he patented what looks like 
a frontstroke version of the same 
machine, and the next year he pat-
ented an adding attachment for 
that typewriter. At this point he 
was apparently working for the 
Union Typewriter Company (the 
typewriter trust).
 A search for “Eugene Fitch” at 
google.com/patents will reveal 
some of his other ideas, including 
a digital clock, a handheld pencil 
sharpener, and a lovely typewriter 
cabinet, at least one of which has 
survived to this day and is now in 
Uwe Breker’s collection along with 
its English Fitch typewriter.

—Richard Polt

I have not yet managed to unfreeze the 
typebars, but most of the rust came of 
without too much trouble when attacked 
by a Dremel rotary tool. Light rust was 
removed with a wire brush, heavier rust 
with a polishing wheel. Unscrewing the 
platen and paperholder assembly from 
the carriage gave me access to the inte-
rior areas. I used lots of cotton swabs 
to clean the small spots. The nameplate 
unscrews; I washed it very gently and 
coated it with Renaissance Wax, a safe 
museum-grade product.
 One detail to notice is the very solid 
and stable ink roller holder arm which is 
attached to the right rear corner—an im-
pressive piece of cast iron to hold a tiny 
device. It’s not heavy, though; like other 
parts of the typewriter, it is engineered 
to be as light as possible. The entire ma-
chine weighs only 11 pounds. 
 The typebars are lined up in a straight 
row, yet in order to reach the printing 
point they have to slide left or right 
along a V-shaped guide. This means 
that the each typebar has to be capable 
of both vertical and lateral motion. I’m 
still not sure I understand how it’s done. 
The types are made of vulcanite and 
are screwed onto the typebars. Some of 
mine are missing or skewed, but in gen-
eral they’ve held up well.
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It is unfortunate for us that, even today 
in this age of instant information, there 

are still signiicant barriers to research, 
such as language and simple interest. In 
spite of these, I have conducted some 
new research on the Czech-made Consul 
machines, in order to attempt to correct 
and bring in line the somewhat confusing 
information available previously.

As we are all probably aware, Zbrojov-
ka Brno, located in Prague, began its 
manufacture of typewriters concurrent 
with a working agreement signed with 
Remington-Rand in 1932. That efort 
produced, initially, only the Remington 
Z series, which was the No. 16 Standard 
built under license by ZB. Reportedly, 
there was also a license-built portable (a 
version of the No. 5), but none so far has 
been located. This production continued 
through the beginning of the Second 
World War.

Following the end of the War ZB, like 
all other companies in Europe, wished to 
get underway again, and supposedly re-
newed its cooperative agreements with 
Remington-Rand. As soon as it was pos-
sible to do so, the company began pro-
duction of standard machines again, and 
also portables. The large portable that 
the company introduced irst was quite 
notable in that it might well have been 
the irst segment-shifted portable pro-
duced outside the United States in any 
numbers.

It is these portables whose manu-
facture is most impossible to quantify 
today. Some basic information is not in 
dispute; for example, there are two sizes 
of portable that were made by Zbrojovka 
Brno—a larger desk model, and later on 

a small, lat machine. The larger portable 
is normally found with the Consul name, 
and in fact so is the smaller—but there 
are a few of the larger ones that carry 
the old Zeta brand name, which ZB had 
begun using prior to the Second World 
War. Some sources indicate that produc-
tion of the new range of post-war ma-
chines (identiiable by new colors and 
white shift keys and outer function keys) 
began in 1950, which seems credible to 
us now considering the discovery that 
the name Consul was irst registered for 
use in Czechoslovakia (for typewriters) 
in June 1953. The actual serial numbering 
for these portables seems confusing, but 
is known to have reached 111,000 during 
1958 and 165,000 during 1959. 

The year of 1958 was a pivotal one; 
prior to this time, few machines seem to 
have been produced (and few exported 
outside Europe). Following that time, 
large numbers began to be exported 
and production seems to have increased 
dramatically. The larger machines were 
distributed in Canada initially by Sears 
Roebuck (as “Tower”) and later, through 
other sources, as the “Speedwriter.” Dis-
tribution in the United States also took 
place, with the machines bearing the 
name “President.” (A range of other 
names/brands appeared on the machines 
in both countries, but the ones given are 
those most often found.) Shortly, the ma-
chines would appear in both places under 
the maker’s Consul brand; Jack Tramiel’s 
Commodore Business Machines would 
eventually build the Consul machines 
under license in Canada carrying the 
Commodore name.

In 1959 or (more likely) 1960, ZB be-
gan manufacture of a new, small and lat 
portable which employed the most mod-
ern ideas in design and assembly. Judging 
by the numbers extant, the machine was 
a sure success from the beginning and 
these can be found almost everywhere—
even today. They carried a wide range of 
brand and model names for various pur-
poses (especially in West Germany) but 
are also often found with the original 
Consul name as well. These machines 
seem to have increasingly taken over in 
production and sales, as with increase in 
serial number the smaller machines are 
found in ever greater variety while the 
larger machines dwindle rapidly.

Even though ZB had two fully com-

petitive designs, in two diferent size, 
weight and price ranges, it did not ulti-
mately have a major impact in the world 
market, and unfortunately for the irm it 
did not break out into the major US mar-
ket. One can correlate ZB’s position to 
that of Woodstock; George Baker, now-
retired typewriter salesman and repair-
man, mentioned the big builders during 
a discussion we had and mentioned at the 
end, “You did have Woodstock, too—
they were never really a factor, but they 
were always around.” That the irm didn’t 
succeed in becoming a major world-wide 
seller was no fault of its own, since the 
machines were well-made. Rather, ZB 
was forced to face the fact that just about 
every industrialized nation that bought 
typewriters already had good indigenous 
supply on hand (particularly so with the 
US and German markets)—and US re-
strictions against imports from Commu-

nist nations did not help either. Consul 
continued making machines for a num-
ber of years, through successive sell-ofs 
of industry to private concerns (ZB had 
been state-owned), and eventually the 
irm ended production in 1988. A short-
lived inal spark from 1992-1998, which 
was under new ownership and which in-
cluded electronic machines, amounted 
essentially to a last gasp, even though the 
new owners produced some mechanical 
typewriters and used the Consul name. 
The original incarnation’s typewriter 
production had lasted 56 years. ±

Pictured: MBM Mercury (=Consul 1511, 
perhaps for sale by Mercury Business Ma�
chines) #ZP-80235 (1957); Consul 232 #7 ��� 
452348 (1967). (Editor’s collection)

          by Will Davis

CONSUL portables: A New Look
Portables, ETCetera
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No. 27, May 2007
• General assembly of French collectors’  
association attended by 57 of 96 members
• Typewriter prices in 1914

March-April 2007
• Essen meeting features “V” machines (Victor  
index, Velograph, Volksschreibmaschine…)
• Much on adding machines (we recommend this  
publication & others to calculator collectors—Ed.)

May 2007
• Gerda index typewriter
• New Austrian Mitterhofer stamp
• Synela portable (SIM name variant)

June-July 2007
• Meetings in Münchenstein, Eichenau, and Braak
• The long journey of a Remington 16
• Auction and tailgate sale in Cologne

No. 76, June 2007
• Restoring a Frister & Rossmann
• Curt Lehmann and his typewriter designs
• Systems for tabulating and setting margins
• Plenty on calculating machines too

August 2007
• Underwood 3-bank invented by Lee S. Burridge
• Teacher assigns Kerouac’s On the Road, requires 
typewritten essays
• Unidentiied typing object: massive index device
• 1929 pocket folding typewriter patent
• Newspaper stories and ads, old and recent
• News from Overseas, Les Owen (regular feature)
• Online, by Lynda Beckler (regular feature)
• New book by Mike Brown to be published soon: 
Stolen Typewriters

A

ro
und 

the World

Marketplace
For sale: MW (Gundka) index 

typewriter, good condition 
with cover, but missing ribbon 
spools. $55 or best ofer +  
shipping.  Frank Lindauer,   
cad49@bellsouth.net.

Wanted: unusual check protec-
tors. Silvano Donadoni,  
donadoni.silvano

 @tiscali.it.

Book Review
The Iron Whim: A Fragmented History of Typewriting

by Darren Wershler-Henry
Cornell University Press, 2007

There are quite a few histories 
of typewriters, but typewriting 

is something else. And for many 
of us, it’s the activity of typing 
and its cultural meanings that 
attract us to the machines so 
strongly. What is the nature of 
the magic?

  Writing in a nonlinear, excit-
able style, Darren Wershler-
Henry digs up some factors that I 
think really do contribute to the 
collector’s fascination. There’s 
the longstanding association of 
typewriters with ghosts and pos-
session; they play an important 
part in literary works from Bram 

Stoker to William S. Burroughs (of the Burroughs ofice machine 
family); they serve both as emblems of authenticity and as con-
cealers of truth. Wershler-Henry takes a close look at icons of 
typewriting, such as the hypothetical monkeys who eventually 
write Shakespeare’s works. Inevitably, he also examines the role 
of the typist as a (usually female) amanuensis, taking dictation 
from a (usually male) “dictator.”  
 Wershler-Henry is an academic communications theorist, so 
you can expect some name-dropping, jargon, and postmodern 
thinking—in moderation. (If you want full-blown postmodernism, 
try Friedrich Kittler’s Gramophone, Film, Typewriter.)
 The cover features a detail from a Simplex #1 in the collection 
of our own Martin Howard, and those who have been collecting 
for a while are bound to recognize other familiar personalities 
and anecdotes in The Iron Whim. There are occasional technical 
mistakes, but on the whole this book is both accurate and en-
tertaining. It has gotten some attention, including a review in The 
New Yorker, and it can only help shine a spotlight on the machines 
we love.               —Richard Polt
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 I really remember very little of my 
paternal grandfather, Charles Spiro. 
The youngest of my father’s three 
daughters, I was very young when he 
died. I remember sitting on his knee, 
and his pushing my little inger up 
against the hole in a key. I remember 
driving with my father to pick his fa-
ther up and take him to our house in 
White Plains. That’s about it.
 As you probably know, Charles Spiro 
Sr. was a self-made man. He started as 
a watchmaker, devising improvements 
to the winding mechanism. Then he 
developed the Columbia Bar-Lock 
typewriter. He invented a good many 
other items. He was rather reined, 
and used to write lowery letters, etc., 
referring to my sisters and me as the 
“Three Graces.” He played the violin 
and, I learned, wrote songs. I hope this 
has helped to beef up your picture of 
this talented man.

Rosemary Vance

Rosemary Vance was the little girl seen on 
Mr. Spiro’s lap on page 4 of our March is�
sue.

 What a ine new issue of ETCet�
era—very interesting articles, and what 
printing … congratulations to the best 
quality paper in our hobby ield.

Uwe Breker
Cologne

 For me as a friend of standard type-
writers it is a great pleasure to see for 
the irst time a picture of the Con-
queror. I did not know anything about 
it before, but as I took the issue out of 
the envelope, at once I thought: oh, an 
unknown name variant of the Stoewer 
Record! It is really a good copy of that 
machine.

Thomas Fürtig
Bamberg, Germany

 Though I’ve noticed a big fall-of 
in recent years of the once-ubiquitous 
typewriters in the secondhand stores 
here, as always the ones I still do see 
share inevitably a bittersweet condi-

tion: the keys are all pushed in, in a 
bunch, and stuck. This is the result of 
little kids who I sometimes see pound-
ing enthusiastically away at any type-
writer keyboard that is within their 
reach. I wince at it, and always unstick 
the keys and try to move the poor old 
machines a little distance to a better 
position of safety; but the fact is that 
at least there’s something innately and 
humanly attractive to these mechani-
cal contrivances. I don’t see the little 
kids even bothering with the dozens of 
inert computer keyboards now all over 
the place in the thrift stores. Hit one 
of those keys and you don’t even get the 
kid-satisfying thud as another typebar 
joins the cluster of stuck and jammed 
ones in the middle!

Fred Woodworth
Tucson, Ariz. 

 Yesterday, about the time I was 
starting to leave the lea market, I 
spotted a small plastic container of 
pinbacks. To my surprise I found a pin 
that I had searched for in the past with 
no luck. For me, it has to be the most 
obscure and diicult to ind cheap 
typing pin. This pin, O.A.T. (Order of 
Artistic Typists), is the irst and only 
one of its kind I have found to date. It’s 
about 1/4" x 3/8". 
 In a Gregg Writer Magazine from 
March of 1916 I found a writeup about 
it. The prices for it were 50¢ for the 
gold, 40¢ for the sterling silver and 
25¢ for the bronze. Orders were to be 
placed with Mr. Walter E. Ingersoll, 
24 E. 28th Street, New York City. The 
diiculty in locating a sample of this 
pin, other than its early date, 
is most likely due to the
fact that there is no 
image of a typewriter 
on it or any mention 
of typing. 

Jim Dax
Citrus Heights, Cal.

Letters

Lynda Beckler: Fox Sterling
Tony Casillo: Best (Niagara), Brooks, 

Imperial (Triumph Perfect Visible), 
Jackson, Odell 1b

Tilman Elster: Aspeed U-10 (Japanese LC 
Smith), Englewood (Williams 2),  
Olympia Plurotyp, Piccola (Corona)

Nick Fisher: Courier, Oliver 21
Thomas Fürtig: Empire 1, Fox 15, Olympia 

Musicwriter, Postal 2, Protos wide carr., 
Rapid 10 (Fox 23), Sun Std. 4B, Sun in-
dex dogbone, Vertiplana passport TW 
(based on Hermes Baby!), Victor 2

Flavio Mantelli: Salter 5, Sholes Visible
Stellios Peios: Virotyp
Richard Polt: Patria (Spain), Typo B, Unda
Norbert Schwarz: Carmen, Diamant
Sirvent brothers: Corona tripod
Mark Taf: Postal 3
Reinmar Wochinz: American Visible, Fin 

de Siècle (Simplex), Velograph

This Yost 20 in the Sirvent collection looks like 
an ordinary frontstroke—and that’s why it’s ex-
traordinary. Instead of using the Yost “grasshop�
per” mechanism, its typebars and segment look like 
they may have been borrowed from a Royal. The 
serial number is MO 1231 (MO = modiied?). Does 
anyone have insights? (Photo: Alfredo Sirvent)

New on the Shelf

Tony 
Casillo’s Imperial
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